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Fortune Wealth Management, LLC
(FWM) is registered with the Securities
and Exchange Commission as a
Registered Investment Advisor. FWM
takes a team approach to investment
management services. We believe that a
successful financial journey is uniquely
defined by each individual. Our ability to
understand the intricacies of your
family’s goals, dreams, risk tolerance
and timeframes is the cornerstone for
us to build a well-defined plan. Our
personalized approach in the
management of your assets enables us
to partner with you and guide you along
a successful path.

This material is for informational purposes
only, and should not be construed as an
offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy
any security. The information in this
material is not intended to be personalized
investment advice and should not be solely
relied on for making investment decisions.

One advantage of term life
insurance is that it is
generally the most
cost-effective way to
achieve the maximum life
insurance protection you
can afford. Many people
first purchase term life

insurance to protect their family's financial
interests after a significant life event, such as
getting married or the birth of a child.

You may have done the same for your family
when you purchased your policy years ago.
And chances are, other than paying the
premiums, you probably haven't given it much
thought since then. However, if your term life
insurance policy is set to expire in the near
future, it's important to explore your options
now before the coverage runs out.

Before you get started, you first need to
reevaluate your life insurance needs and
determine if anything has changed. Are your
children grown and have they graduated from
college? Do you have a mortgage? If you have
financial obligations that you need to take care
of, you may still need term life insurance. If you
are nearing retirement and have fewer financial
obligations than you did when you were
younger, your need for a term life insurance
policy may not be as great as it once was.

Purchasing a new policy
If you are in relatively good health and your
current term life insurance policy is about to run
out, you might consider purchasing a new term
policy altogether. When applying for a new term
life insurance policy, you will generally need to
pass a medical exam. In addition, since you are
older now, your premiums may be higher than
they were under your old policy. However, you
may not need as large a policy as you did when
you first purchased term life insurance years
ago. It may pay to shop around and compare
because premiums can vary among insurers.

Renewing your existing policy
When the coverage period for your term life
insurance ends, you may have the option to
renew the policy, depending on the specific

policy and limitations. Though you won't be
required to take a medical exam if you renew
your policy, the rate will generally increase
each time it is renewed for an additional term
because your age has increased (as has the
insurance company's risk of paying a death
benefit). These increased premium costs can
sometimes make renewing a term life insurance
policy an expensive way to cover your life
insurance needs.

Converting your policy to permanent
life insurance
If you have a convertible term life insurance
policy, you may be able to convert it to a
permanent life insurance policy, such as whole
or universal life insurance. Permanent
insurance continues throughout your life as
long as you pay the premiums. As with term
insurance, permanent insurance pays a death
benefit to your beneficiary at your death, but it
also contains a cash value account funded by
your premium dollars. When you convert your
policy, you won't need to prove your insurability
by taking a medical exam. However, there is
usually a conversion deadline, which is the date
by which you must convert, typically before
your term life insurance is set to expire.

The cost and availability of life insurance
depend on factors such as age, health, and the
type and amount of insurance purchased. As
with most financial decisions, there are
expenses associated with the purchase of life
insurance. Policies commonly have mortality
and expense charges. In addition, if a policy is
surrendered prematurely, there may be
surrender charges and income tax implications.
Any guarantees are contingent on the
claims-paying ability and financial strength of
the issuing company.

The rules governing 1035 exchanges are
complex and you may incur surrender charges
from your "old" life insurance policy. In addition,
you may be subject to new sales and surrender
charges for the new policy.
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Tax Scams to Watch Out For
While tax scams are especially prevalent during
tax season, they can take place any time during
the year. As a result, it's in your best interest to
always be vigilant so you don't end up
becoming the victim of a fraudulent tax scheme.

Here are some of the more common scams to
watch out for.

Phishing
Phishing scams usually involve unsolicited
emails or fake websites that pose as legitimate
IRS sites to convince you to provide personal or
financial information. Once scam artists obtain
this information, they use it to commit identity or
financial theft.

It is important to remember that the IRS will
never initiate contact with you by email to
request personal or financial information. This
includes any type of electronic communication,
such as text messages and social media. If you
get an email claiming to be from the IRS, don't
respond or click any of the links; instead
forward it to phishing@irs.gov.

Phone scams
Beware of callers claiming that they're from the
IRS. They may be scam artists trying to steal
your money or identity. This type of scam
typically involves a call from someone claiming
you owe money to the IRS or that you're
entitled to a large refund. The calls may also
show up as coming from the IRS on your Caller
ID, be accompanied by fake emails that appear
to be from the IRS, or involve follow-up calls
from individuals saying they are from law
enforcement. Sometimes these callers may
threaten you with arrest, license revocation, or
even deportation.

If you think you might owe back taxes, contact
the IRS for assistance at irs.gov. If you don't
owe taxes and believe you have been the
target of a phone scam, you should contact the
Treasury Inspector General and the
Federal Trade Commission to report the
incident.

Tax return preparer fraud
During tax season, some individuals and scam
artists pose as legitimate tax preparers, often
promising unreasonably large or inflated
refunds. They try to take advantage of
unsuspecting taxpayers by committing refund
fraud or identity theft. It is important to choose a
tax preparer carefully, since you are legally
responsible for what's on your return, even if it's
prepared by someone else.

A legitimate tax preparer will generally ask for
proof of your income and eligibility for credits
and deductions, sign the return as the preparer,
enter the Preparer Tax Identification Number,
and provide you with a copy of your return.

Fake charities
Scam artists sometimes pose as a charitable
organization in order to solicit donations from
unsuspecting donors. Be wary of charities with
names that are similar to more familiar or
nationally known organizations, or that
suddenly appear after a national disaster or
tragedy. Before donating to a charity, make
sure that it is legitimate. There are tools at
irs.gov to assist you in checking out the status
of a charitable organization, or you can visit
charitynavigator.org to find more information
about a charity.

Tax-related identity theft
Tax-related identity theft occurs when someone
uses your Social Security number to claim a
fraudulent tax refund. You may not even realize
you've been the victim of identity theft until you
file your tax return and discover that a return
has already been filed using your Social
Security number. Or the IRS may send you a
letter indicating it has identified a suspicious
return using your Social Security number. If you
believe you have been the victim of tax-related
identity theft, you should contact the IRS
Identity Protection Specialized Unit at
800-908-4490 as soon as possible.

Stay one step ahead
The best way to avoid becoming the victim of a
tax scam is to stay one step ahead of the scam
artists. Consider taking the following
precautions to keep your personal and financial
information private:

• Maintain strong passwords
• Consider using two-step authentication
• Keep an eye out for emails containing links or

asking for personal information
• Avoid scam websites
• Don't answer calls when you don't recognize

the phone number

Finally, if you are ever unsure whether you are
the victim of a scam, remember to trust your
instincts. If something sounds questionable or
too good to be true, it probably is.

It is important to remember that
the IRS will never initiate
contact with you by email to
request personal or financial
information. This includes any
type of electronic
communication, such as text
messages and social media.
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Key Retirement and Tax Numbers for 2019
Every year, the Internal Revenue Service
announces cost-of-living adjustments that affect
contribution limits for retirement plans and
various tax deduction, exclusion, exemption,
and threshold amounts. Here are a few of the
key adjustments for 2019.

Employer retirement plans
• Employees who participate in 401(k), 403(b),

and most 457 plans can defer up to $19,000
in compensation in 2019 (up from $18,500 in
2018); employees age 50 and older can defer
up to an additional $6,000 in 2019 (the same
as in 2018).

• Employees participating in a SIMPLE
retirement plan can defer up to $13,000 in
2019 (up from $12,500 in 2018), and
employees age 50 and older can defer up to
an additional $3,000 in 2019 (the same as in
2018).

IRAs
The combined annual limit on contributions to
traditional and Roth IRAs increased to $6,000
in 2019 (up from $5,500 in 2018), with
individuals age 50 and older able to contribute
an additional $1,000. For individuals who are
covered by a workplace retirement plan, the
deduction for contributions to a traditional IRA
is phased out for the following modified
adjusted gross income (AGI) ranges:

2018 2019

Single/head
of household
(HOH)

$63,000 -
$73,000

$64,000 -
$74,000

Married filing
jointly (MFJ)

$101,000 -
$121,000

$103,000 -
$123,000

Married filing
separately
(MFS)

$0 - $10,000 $0 - $10,000

Note: The 2019 phaseout range is $193,000 -
$203,000 (up from $189,000 - $199,000 in
2018) when the individual making the IRA
contribution is not covered by a workplace
retirement plan but is filing jointly with a spouse
who is covered.

The modified AGI phaseout ranges for
individuals to make contributions to a Roth IRA
are:

2018 2019

Single/HOH $120,000 -
$135,000

$122,000 -
$137,000

MFJ $189,000 -
$199,000

$193,000 -
$203,000

MFS $0 - $10,000 $0 - $10,000

Estate and gift tax
• The annual gift tax exclusion for 2019 is

$15,000, the same as in 2018.
• The gift and estate tax basic exclusion

amount for 2019 is $11,400,000, up from
$11,180,000 in 2018.

Kiddie tax
Under the kiddie tax rules, unearned income
above $2,200 in 2019 (up from $2,100 in 2018)
is taxed using the trust and estate income tax
brackets. The kiddie tax rules apply to: (1)
those under age 18, (2) those age 18 whose
earned income doesn't exceed one-half of their
support, and (3) those ages 19 to 23 who are
full-time students and whose earned income
doesn't exceed one-half of their support.

Standard deduction

2018 2019

Single $12,000 $12,200

HOH $18,000 $18,350

MFJ $24,000 $24,400

MFS $12,000 $12,200

Note: The additional standard deduction
amount for the blind or aged (age 65 or older)
in 2019 is $1,650 (up from $1,600 in 2018) for
single/HOH or $1,300 (the same as in 2018) for
all other filing statuses. Special rules apply if
you can be claimed as a dependent by another
taxpayer.

Alternative minimum tax (AMT)

2018 2019

Maximum AMT exemption amount

Single/HOH $70,300 $71,700

MFJ $109,400 $111,700

MFS $54,700 $55,850

Exemption phaseout threshold

Single/HOH $500,000 $510,300

MFJ $1,000,000 $1,020,600

MFS $500,000 $510,300

26% rate on AMTI* up to this amount, 28%
rate on AMTI above this amount

MFS $95,550 $97,400

All others $191,100 $194,800

*Alternative minimum taxable income
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Women: Are you planning for retirement with one hand
tied behind your back?
Women can face unique
challenges when planning for
retirement. Let's take a look at
three of them.

First, women frequently step out of the
workforce in their 20s, 30s, or 40s to care for
children — a time when their job might just be
kicking into high (or higher) gear.

It's a noble cause, of course. But consider this:
A long break from the workforce can result in
several financial losses beyond the immediate
loss of a salary.

In the near term, it can mean an interruption in
saving for retirement and the loss of any
employer match, the loss of other employee
benefits like health or disability insurance, and
the postponement of student loan payments. In
the mid term, it may mean a stagnant salary
down the road due to difficulties re-entering the
workforce and/or a loss of promotion
opportunities. And in the long term, it may
mean potentially lower Social Security
retirement benefits because your benefit is
based on the number of years you've worked
and the amount you've earned. (Generally, you

need about 10 years of work, or 40 credits, to
qualify for your own Social Security retirement
benefits.)

Second, women generally earn less over the
course of their lifetimes. Sometimes this can be
explained by family caregiving responsibilities,
occupational segregation, educational
attainment, or part-time schedules. But that's
not the whole story. A stubborn gender pay gap
has women earning, on average, about 82% of
what men earn for comparable full-time jobs,
although the gap has narrowed to 89% for
women ages 25 to 34.1 In any event, earning
less over the course of one's lifetime often
means lower overall savings, retirement plan
balances, and Social Security benefits.

Third, statistically, women live longer than
men.2 This means women will generally need
to stretch their retirement savings and benefits
over a longer period of time.

1) Pew Research Center, The Narrowing, But
Persistent, Gender Gap in Pay, April 2018

2) NCHS Data Brief, Number 293, December 2017

Is a vehicle subscription service in your future?
Automakers and start-up
companies are betting that
today's generation of drivers
will embrace a new model of
temporary ownership called a

vehicle subscription service.

A vehicle subscription service offers an
alternative to buying or leasing. You don't have
to sign a long-term contract or commit to just
one vehicle. Once you join, you typically pay an
all-inclusive monthly or sometimes weekly fee
that covers the cost of using the vehicle you
choose, including insurance, routine
maintenance, roadside assistance, and a
warranty. You then have the option of swapping
out your vehicle periodically, depending on the
terms of your subscription.

For example, perhaps you've been temporarily
transferred to a new city and want a
fuel-efficient car for the six months you're living
there. Maybe you need a second car only
during the summer when your child is home
from college. Or you might want the flexibility to
drive whichever vehicle suits your needs at the
time — a luxury sedan for day-to-day driving,
then a minivan for a family trip. If your needs
change, you can return your vehicle and get

another, or end your subscription. Plans vary,
but many subscription services require only a
short one- to two-month minimum commitment,
with the option to renew. Subscription services
are often app-based, making it easy to find and
swap vehicles, and your newest ride may be
delivered to you via a concierge service.

Of course, flexibility and convenience come at a
cost, which is often substantial, so if you are
interested in subscribing to your next vehicle
you'll need to carefully assess your options.
Prices depend on the subscription service, the
vehicle selected, and other factors such as
mileage and extras. You may also be required
to pay a sign-up fee.

Vehicle subscription services are evolving and
are still not available everywhere. Many
services are in the testing phase, and most
have been launched primarily in major
metropolitan markets such as Los Angeles, San
Francisco, and New York, with a few offered in
other cities. But vehicle subscription services
are gaining traction, increasing the likelihood
that they will someday be available in most
areas.
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